YOUTH HOSTEL ESCH-SUR-ALZETTE

Stage rental criteria
The youth hostel
The youth hostel Esch-sur-Alzette is located close to the railway station of the country's second
largest city. 122 beds are available for guests divided into 36 rooms from two to five beds,
each equipped with private bathroom and WC. The youth hostel is also ideal for seminars and
meetings thanks to a conference room and four meeting rooms. Birthday offers for children,
leisure programmes for groups and a restaurant offering daily menus with local and regional
products complete the offer for the guests of all ages. The youth hostel is also an event venue
with its ´theatre café´ - a bistro with a small stage. The youth hostel is also accessible for
people with reduced mobility.

Stage rental criteria
Who can rent our stage?
Rental is open to everyone and all ages, cultures and nationalities, while respecting the
conditions and missions of our non-profit organisation.
Target audience of the organised events:




clients who would like to discover different cultural arts;
inhabitants of Esch-sur-Alzette, a local and regional public from the Greater Region;
young people between 12 and 30 years old;
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Stage rental criteria
What events can be organised on the stage?










Concerts (music schools, conservatory, music sections from the college, youth
groups, etc.);
jam sessions;
theatre;
readings;
poetry slam;
dances;
exhibition;
cabaret;
…

Rental conditions:











free use of the stage: the youth hostel provides the stage and its facilities, but is not
responsible for the organisation of events;
the bistro with its stage is rather a café-theatre, i.e. it is only possible to organise
smaller events;
catering is provided by the youth hostel;
the stage is accessible to everyone: it is not possible to privatise the bistro resp. the
part of the hall where the stage is located. It must always be accessible to the general
public. However, table reservations are possible without private hire.
services with free admission (reasonable admission prices possible, to be negotiated
with the youth hostel): for public lectures or events with an admission charge, prior
written permission from the youth hostel is required;
reduced entrance/access for youth hostel guests;
a rental agreement must be established and signed;
respect of the youth hostel's night silence from 11.00 p.m. (no amplified music after
10.00 p.m.).
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Stage rental criteria
Conference/meeting rooms:
In addition to the stage, the youth hostel has a 90m 2 conference room, two 29m2 meeting
rooms, a 61m2 meeting room and a 29m2 lounge area. These rooms can also be reserved
on prior request. For further information, please consult our brochure for conferences.

The missions of our non-profit organisation
The youth hostel in Esch-sur-Alzette is managed by a non-profit organisation with the name
‘Les Auberges de Jeunesse Luxembourgeoises a.s.b.l.’ which is a member of the international
federation ‘Hostelling International’, which groups together more than 3.000 youth hostels in
80 countries around the world.
The aims of the association include:
 To develop social, sports, cultural and educational tourism, particularly for young
people, families and children.
 To facilitate the meeting of young people from all countries without distinction of
origin, nationality, gender, religion or political opinion; exploration and travel allow a
better understanding of other cultures, which in turn creates a peaceful, more
intelligent and tolerant world.
 Organise sustainable school excursions in youth hostels and encourage extracurricular activities in connection with youth hostels.
 To establish, maintain and manage youth hostels, accommodation centres in general,
training centres and activity and animation centres in Luxembourg.
We work for ‘the greater good and not for profit’, which means that the stay/activity is
cheaper, while contributing to something great - any surplus funds are reinvested for
affordable youth hostels and not for shareholders.
In an increasingly interconnected and globalised world, this open encounter between cultures
and peaceful co-existence between people of different nationalities is of growing importance.
The youth hostel movement therefore remains true to its history and is trying to move along
its chosen path between idealism and professionalisation, between economic constraints and
its specific statutory mission, in order to continue to offer something that involves more than
just a bed and buns.
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